National Accounts Casualty

International Casualty
Comprehensive Insurance Solutions for Global Casualty Exposures
Large multinational organizations are highly complex – and so are the risks and exposures they face every day.
With more than 30 years of providing international insurance, CNA writes an array of large multinational casualty
programs reflecting a broad underwriting appetite. Our International Casualty team has the experience, technical
expertise and global reach to deliver customized solutions when it matters most, which is why a growing number
of multinational businesses turn to CNA to help manage their increasingly complex global casualty programs.
Global Capabilities
In today’s global business environment, success is increasingly
sought across national borders. Because domestic insurance
programs typically don’t cover overseas events, your clients
need international coverage that follows their business and their
employees around the world. CNA’s network has a combination
of global owned offices and 226 strategic network partners
spanning 190 countries and territories. We have a broad product
array that complements our domestic primary and umbrella
offerings, combined with our worldwide network and ability to
navigate evolving country-specific regulations and compliance
issues, we are able to create innovative solutions for companies
with international risk exposures.
CNA’s Strategic Network Capabilities Include:
• Timely and consistent administration of each CNA WorldPass®
program

• Worldwide coverage through locally owned branches and

Real-Time Policy Reporting
We arrange for the issuance of local admitted policies on behalf
of our insureds through our CNA offices and network partners
via the CNA ComPass™ platform. This state-of-the-art platform
manages policy issuance globally, and enables CNA to provide
real-time local admitted policy issuance status updates.
We can provide this status for each local admitted policy we arrange
at any point during the local policy issuance cycle. The result is a
truly global account management process for our insureds.
International Solutions Successes
Business
Description

CNA Enterprise
Premium

International
Coverages Written

Professional
Services

International CMP: $180,923
Domestic: $393,000
Total: $573,923

CNA WorldPass® CMP
with 72 local admitted
policies

Financial
Institutions

International CMP: $128,530
Domestic: $672,000
Total: $800,530

CNA WorldPass® CMP
with 20 local admitted
policies

Manufacturing

International: $244,200
Domestic: $496,000
Total: $740,200

CNA WorldPass® CMP
with 31 local admitted
policies

Technology

International: $54,700
Domestic: $695,000
Total: $749,700

CNA WorldPass® CMP
with 24 local admitted
policies

Service
Organization

International: $48,417

CNA WorldPass® CMP
with 12 local admitted
policies

network partners around the globe

• Multiple partners within the same country to better serve
your clients

• Flexibility of pricing and terms driven by controlling
underwriter (subject to tariff)

• CNA Companion Services®, providing emergency medical,
personal, legal and travel assistance to our insureds
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International Claim and Risk Control Expertise
Preventing losses saves money in every currency. No matter
where your clients do business, CNA gives them access to
certified Risk Control professionals, risk-mitigation programs
and online resources that can protect against exposures
that could disrupt operations. Our experienced Risk Control
consultants have in-depth knowledge of local requirements.
With multinational Risk Control representation, CNA is able to
provide services that adapt to your client’s expanding needs.
Consistent and seamless from claim reporting to resolution —
that’s the CNA approach to claim handling. Beginning with just
one phone call to report a claim, available 24/7, each claim is
promptly assigned to a highly experienced Claim professional
specialized in handling claims for your line of business. We have
a long and compelling track record of helping policyholders
get their businesses up and running quickly and with as little
disruption as possible
Stability and Financial Strength
CNA is one of the largest U.S. commercial property and casualty
insurance companies. We provide a broad range of standard and
specialized insurance products and services for businesses and
professionals in the U.S., Canada and Europe, backed by more
than 120 years of experience.

For more information, visit cna.com/casualty.
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